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INTRODUCTION 
Let Sz be the rectangular region determined by the vertices (0, 0), (1, 0), 
(1, b), and (0, b) where we assume, with no loss in generality, that b is a 
positive rational number. Let &’ denote the perimeter of the rectangle. 
Let h be a small positive number so that I/h and b/h are integers. We shall 
denote by si , i = 1,2, 3,4, the sides of f2 with s, the segment on the x-axis 
and the index increasing as we go counterclockwise. 
Place a square grid over the plane with grid width h. The grid points are 
(mh, nh) with m and n taking on iteger values. Let P = (x, y) be any grid 
point. The neighbors of P are the points (x + h, y), (x, y + h), (x - h, y), 
and (x, y - h); these points will be denoted, respectively, by P, with 
v = 1,2,3,4. For a point P we shall denote by N(P) the four neighbors of 
P, i.e., the points PI , Pz , P3 , and P., . Let Qh be the set of grid points P 
such that P E 52 and, for each V, P, E jl = Q + ?X2. Let a&$ be those grid 
points in 0 with at least one neighbor in the exterior of iLi. 
We shall associate with s2 the eight regions G(i) , i = l,..., 8, which are 
defined by their vertices as follows: 
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The set sZujh is the intersection of J?u) and the grid system, 0 = Sz + C Szu) , 
[a’; (5/4,5b/4), (5/4, - b/4), (- l/4, - b/4), (- 1/4,5b/4)], and$’ = a A sz’. 
If V(P) is any function which is defined over 8, then difference quotients of 
V(P) will be denoted by V,(P) f or a forward difference quotient, V,(P) 
for a backward difference quotient, 
v _(P) = VP,) + VP,) - 2W) XE h2 , 
V,,(P) = W2) + V4) - 2w 
h2 9 
etc. 
Partial derivatives of V(P) will be denoted by V,,(P), V,,(P), V,,(P), etc. 
The terms L(V), L,(V), and L,(V) shall denote the maximum over J&, 
or the domain under consideration, of V(P), the Lipschitz constant of V(P), 
and the Lipschitz constant of any first-order difference quotient of V(P). 
In a similar manner the quantities C,(V) (or C,(V)) is the maximum over 
the domain of consideration of any first order (or second order) partial 
derivative of the function V(P). Also, 
W, b) = max&W), WI, &(a, b) = maxW4, W)), etc. 
In this paper we shall consider difference problems which are of the follow- 
ing type: Find a mesh function U(P) such that 
a(P, U(P)) U,,(P) + c(P, U(P)> U,,(P) =f(P), PEl& 
U(P) = m, P E f%‘h; (*I 
such equations we call mildly quasilinear. We construct solutions to (*) under 
conditions of uniform ellipticity, certain regularity requirements on the 
coefficients a(P, U(P)) and c(P, U(P)), f(P) is at least square summable over 
Qh , and z(P) is continuous on X2 with x(P) having second-order difference 
quotients uniformly bounded one each side si , i = l,..., 4. We allow for 
more general equations in the text and we do not state our results under the 
most general hypotheses; for example, some of our results extend immediately 
to equations of the form 
a(P, w-7) U,,(P) + 2b(P, U(P)) qJP) + c(R U(P)) U,,(P) =f(P), 
PEQnh, U(P) = 0, PEa.oh, 
when we assume a strongly uniformly elliptic problem. 
The results of this paper are obtained by using some of the methods of [l] 
but in the present paper there is no reference to the continuous problem in 
solving the difference problem. It will be the object of a future investigation 
to consider the full quasilinear problem and to generalize the domain over 
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which our problem is defined. The question of convergence of the discrete 
solution to the continuous solution has been considered in [I] and does, in 
general, require stronger hypotheses than those needed to solve (*). 
MILDLY QUASILINEAR PROBLEMS 
We consider the following difference problem: Find a mesh function U(P) 
defined over @, such that 
a(P, U(P)) U,,(P) + c(P, w-v q!,(P) =f(P), PEG, 
VP) = .(P), PEl%&, (1) 
with Qh the mesh region determined by a rectangle whose vertices have 
rational coordinates and P = (x, y) E Dh . 
We shall make the following assumptions: 
(i) there exists positive constants L and A such that 
(2) 
for all P ~0, = G$ + &Z& and for all U(P); 
(ii) the functions a(P, U(P)) and c(P, U(P)) are Lipschitz continuous 
with respect to the components X, y and U(P) whenever P ~0; 
(iii) the function f(P) is Lipschitz continuous with respect to the 
arguments of P; 
(iv) the function z(P) is continuous on the S2 and is twice continuously 
differentiable on each edge of H2. 
Now we define a class of mesh functions as admissible if they are elements 
of the set 61Z , where 
@z = {6(P) : w> is mesh function on oh and f(P) = z(P), P E iX&,}. (3) 
We linearize (1) in the following manner: For each f(P) E OZZ let #(.); P) 
be the solution to the linear problem 
.(P, f(P)) p&t(-); p> + c(P, r(p)) cp,,-63.); PI =fPh PE%, 
da*); P) = 4Ph P E a-Q,; (4) 
here the difference quotients of &$(*); P) are taken with respect to the com- 
ponents of P and the mesh function I(*) may be viewed as a vector parameter. 
We observe that c&(.); P), as a function of t(s), maps aZ into &, i.e., 
p’:*+a,. (5) 
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Now observe that if there exists a mesh function &o(P) E 02, such that 
d&l(*>; p> = &(Ph (6) 
for each P E Q,, , then that t,(P), when substituted for U(P) in (l), is a solu- 
tion to (1). Those functions in 0I, which satisfy (6) are fixed-points of the 
mapping in (5) and they are the functions we seek. Our purpose is to establish 
conditions under which these fixed-points may be constructed. 
From our assumptions in (2) we know that the Maximum Principle 
(McAllister [l; p. 161) may be applied to (4) to yield the estimate 
this inequality is to hold for all t(P) E OZz . This inequality also must hold for 
fixed-points &o(P). Hence we restrict ourselves to the set 9.. , a subset of az , 
which we define as follows : 
where 
% = W’) : E(P) E 6 and [f(P)1 d A> (8) 
and 
(9) 
note that Jr is independent of t(P) and it is independent of P. Therefore, 
we need only look for those &b(P) satisfying (6) in the set sfl, and we shall 
consider I& I(*); P) as a function from Yz into Sp, , i.e., 
qJ::z+cY~. 
For any e(P) E L?, we may represent CJJ(~(*); P) in the form 
FM*); P> = h2 C GM-) : R Q)f(Q> + h C r(tC.1: R Q) x(Q), 
(2% a~&, 
where G({(*) : P; Q) is the solution to the problem 
a(P, U’)) G,, + @, t(P)) Gy9 = - v , PE!& 
GM-) : P; Q) = 0, PEaL+ 
and r(f(.) : P; Q) satisfies the problem 
a(P, S(P)) r*2 + @, t(p)> r,, = 0, PEQh, 
43.) : P; Q) = /;:I, ; z ; ; E g;; 
w-4 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
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here difference quotients are taken with respect to the components of P. 
As the functions defined in (12) and (13) may be written in terms of the inverse 
of a monotone matrix with entries of the type a(P, f(P)) and c(P, f(P)) we 
may conclude that C~J is a continuous mapping from Sp, into Yz . Application 
of the Browder Fixed-Point Theorem assures us of the existence of at least 
one mesh function t,(P) satisfying (6). 
Our initial approach to computing t,(P) shall be to obtain a priori bounds 
on second order difference quotients, with respect to the components of P, 
of dK*); P). 
We say that a function f (P) defined on Q, is in C,(Q,J if we have that there 
exists a constant K such that 
Ilf II2 = Jz2 p2w < K (14) 
with K uniformly bounded for all sufficiently small h. A function 
f(P) E TG) ‘f I an meaningfull, i.e., involves points only of Qh , mth order Y 
difference quotient of f(P) is uniformly bounded in h. A function 
f(P) E I?$&), 01 E (0, 11, if for any PI , Pz ~0~ with PI f Pz there exists a 
constant L,(f) which is uniformly bounded in h, such that 
If(P1) --f(P,) I G -L(f) pIp2a. (15) 
We now prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. (a) If a(P, f(P)) and c(P, t(P)) satisfies (2) for every 
f(P) E a,, if z(P) = 0 for each P E S?, , and ;f f(P) E @L$), then 
P&x.), Ph %yM*h 0 (p,gW), PI E e,Pd with 
II vxr II2 + 2 II %y /I2 + II 9)yg II2 < 2c4 y 
and (16) 
n-Ml va /12, IIvy II”2 G maxfll vxa II , II vyg II> *II ‘P II . 
(b) If the hypotheses of (a) are sutis$ed, then for every f(P) E fl, we have 
that v(f(.), P) E D(&) with 01 = 4 and 
< 2 ~‘2 mWi’” II vru II + d;1’2 II vx Ii , d’” II yoy II + di1j2 II ‘Pi II>, (17) 
where d, (or dJ is the distance in the x (or y) direction from LX& to 80; and the 
quadratic norm on the right-hand side of (17) is over 0; and the /,-norms in (16) 
are over Qh . 
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PROOF. (a) The result in (16) has been given by Nitsche and Nitsche 
[2; p. 2961; the condition in (2) is essential. To show that y2, vy E &(sZ,) we 
apply the discrete form of Gauss’s Theorem (e.g., Cryer [3, p. 1601 and the 
Inequality of Schwarz to obtain 
(b) Following McAllister [4] we may reflect ~([(a); P) into the rectangular 
region fii so that the reflected function, which we still call v(& *); I’), satisfies 
the problem 
dC(*), P) = 0, hai&; (19) 
here j(P) =f(P) for P E Q, , j(P) = 0 for P E al&, , J(P’) = --f(P) if P’ 
is the reflected image of an P E: 52, and the coefficients are defined so that 
a(P’, t(P’)) = a(P, t(P)), c(P’, [(P’)) = c(P, t(P)) for P’ an reflected image 
of P. 
Now let P, Q E 0, and assume that both points have the same y-compo- 
nent. Then using equation (12) of Courant, Friedrichs and Lewy [5, p. 1001 
we have that 
I &X-h P) - 43.); Q> I
< d?i (d;12 * II rp,&(-); *) II + d,1’2 I1 R&T*); ~1 II> @li2, (20) 
where d, is the distance in they direction from a& to &i and the quadratic 
norms are over 0; . Although (20) was derived in [5] for discrete harmonic 
functions it remains valid for our case. Performing a similar analysis on points 
in JJ,, having the same x-component gives the results in (17). 
As a consequence of this theorem we have that (p(t(*); P) E Da(&), 
(Y E (0, $1, for every t(P) E OZz and hence for every f(P) E 9, . Therefore if 
we restrict t(P) to be in the set Spi where 
YSP: = (6 : 5 E % , 5 E %2(%), k,(5) given in (17)), 
then q : 9: -+ 9”: and all fixed-points are in Y: . 
For z(P) E 0 with P E a&$, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. If the coejicients satisfy cmditims (i) and (ii), ;ff(P) satisfies 
condition (iii) with the same Hoelder exponent and if z(P) = 0, then fw each 
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f(P) E 91 there exists a constant J, which is independent of f(P) E 9: such that 
maxcP&(*); PI, b&(9; fY9 h&(9; pm G 12 (21) 
with 
[.I = 2:X I . I I 7 E (0, a), h 
Jz G (1 - C,,)-l .-L(f) yz(d 1, + [f] ~5, 
I, < 4 p-2+a-n dQ; (22) P 
y5 and ~~(7) are given in McAllister [4] and 
01 = min{$, Hoelder exponent of a(P), c(P), f (P)}. 
REMARK. In (22) we are assuming that C,, < 1; this condition provides 
no intrinsic loss in generality. 
PROOF. This theorem is an immediate consequence of [4] in that the 
results of that paper required &(a, c) to be uniformly bounded in h for some 
01 E (0, I]; for our problem we have &,(a, c) uniformly bounded for any 
L!(P) E 9; * 
Now we turn our attention to the case that z(P) is not identically zero on 
the Z?, . We remark that z(P) = 0 on the a.Q,, was essential for the result 
in (16.1). 
Let PO E J?,, and define the sequence of mesh functions F(~)([(*); P), with 
W) E Yz > as solutions to the problems 
a(P, &PO>) ~2’ + c(Po , &PO)) &
=fW + W,, WON - a(p, &7)1&” 
+ [@II 9 WON - CR 5P))1&-1), n > 1, PEL& 
v’W(*), P) = q), PEaQh, (23) 
and vo)([(*); P) solves the problem 
(1) 
4P. , WON c.3 + @O I WON vy3 (l’ =f(P), PEQik, 
PM’), P) = q>, PEaQh. (24) 
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Now let H(P) be the solution to the problem 
.(Po > Wo)) H,, + 4f’o 1 WON H,,- = 0, PEG&, 
H(P) = @), PEaQh. (25) 
Then we obtain the estimates, for n 3 2, 
< 4L2(L _ A)2{ll &’ - dP II2 + II &’ - &l) II2 + II 91:) - d? II”> 
\ x4 
and 
(26) 
II(@) - E&X II2 + II (@) - Hh Ii2 + II (C) - H)M II2 
< 2L2Wf + (a(P, , QP,)) - up, 5(P))) dzl) 
+ (c(Po 7 Wll)) - c(P, V)) d?) II”> 
< 6L2A-“(llf II2 + (L - X)2 {II &Y-l) II2 + II &’ /I2 + II &-l) ll”I>. (27) 
Continuous application of (26) gives 
II ‘PY) - & II2 + /I &+l) - &) II2 + II &+l) - &’ II2 
4 
< 2L(L - A) 2’?+2) 
A2 {II 92 - &) II2 + I/ df - d$ II2 + II & - Y2 II”1 
(28) 
and, from (27) and the identity 
II (P’ - H),, It2 = II &’ lI?2 + II HE ll!2 - 2 II GEL I/c1 , 
we have 
etc., (29) 
II dt’ II2 + II &’ II2 + II & II2 
< 6L2h-4(1 - 4-l {Ilf II2 + (L - h)2 {II &z-l) II2 + II &-l) II2 + II &-” II”)} 
+ 41 H.xz II2 + II fLy II2 + II Hy.7 l12>t (30) 
4Q9124/3-9 
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where c E (0, 1). Repeated application of (30) gives 
11 ~2’ I!’ -- il y$,’ (1’ 7- /i 9~2’ /I2 
= 5’ \6L2(L - h)2 i 
t 1 
a2 llf II” 1 
is” ( X4(1 - G”) ~4 Hx, II2 -t /I Hry iI2 + II Hyy II”> + A4(] _ E) j 
6L2(L - A)2T {II vx2 II2 + II F, II2 + il vyy II”}. (31) 
In [4] we have shown the existence of a computable constant, L,(H) > 0, 
such that 
hence, 
m4ll H,, 112, I! ffxy 112, /I f& Ii”> G n d2L22(W. (32) 
If T = 2L(L - A)/( 1 - ~)l’~ A2 < 1, then the coefficient term on the right- 
hand side of (31) is uniformly bounded in n by the term (1 - P-l; hence 
second-order difference quotients of ~(~1 are in &2,J. We note that the 
condition r < 1 may be viewed as a constraint on the spread of the coeffi- 
cients, i.e., on the size of L - A. 
The case T > 1 requires a different approach than that used to derive (31) 
unless we were willing to assume that the principal coefficients had some 
continuity properties; in view of the dependence of a and c on f(P) this must 
be proved a priori and this is one of our purposes. The method we will 
develope below is independent of the size of T. Let P,, be any point in a, 
and let H(P) be defined by (25). Then the function v(P) - H(P) satisfies 
the equation 
a? 5(P)) b - WX3i + c(P, W)) (9’ - wyy =“fm - 4R WN %c, 
- 4’, WN HyJ 7 PEQh, 
dP> - H(P) = 0, PEaI,. (33) 
Using earlier techniques we get 
II b - Wxz II2 + !I (‘p - W, II2 + II b - f&g II2 
< 6 ; {IIf II2 + L2tll He II2 + II f&p l12H; (34) 
hence, for E E (0, I), 
II vsa II2 + II 9Jxy II2 + II vyy II2 
a2 Ilf II2 
G h4(1 - c) 
+ ((1 _ <) x4 + fj&) (ii Hrz Ii2 + 11 Hw iI2 + /I H,g 11”) 
E(1 - E)P 
(35) 
The inequality in (32) allows us to bound the right-hand side of (35) in 
terms of known quantities. 
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If T < 1, (31) implies that ‘p (n) has second-order difference quotients in 
P!&&) for each n and the bound is independent of n. In [2, p. 3044 we find the 
discrete form of the Sobolev Inequality (for functions with zero boundary 
data), i.e. there exists a constant J3 > 0 such that 
Therefore, for each n, [c#~)] is uniformly bounded in n. The Bokuno- 
Weierstrass Theorem assures us that there exists at least one subsequence of 
the n such that the corresponding v(n) converge. Let nk , k = 1,2,..., be the 
index set of the convergent pen); i.e., ~(n~)-+k+m v” and v” = z(P) on the 
asl,, . We now show that ~0 solves Eq. (19). Since we are dealing with discrete 
operations, @!J @e’ xx 3 sy ) and q@’ converge in &norm to vza, q& and C& . 
Using (26) we may conclude that p)(~+l) is also a convergent sequence. 
Therefore ~(~1 is convergent to v” and hence ‘p” must be the sought solution. 
Note that f(P) was fixed but arbitrary. 
We shall now show that 9)x and vY are in t&&J. This will be accomplished 
once we show that CJJ~’ and v:’ are in &(o&. To this end we observe, using 
the discrete form of Gauss’ Theorem, that 
h2 C (v?’ - HJ2 = h2 C (I+$) - H,,) (I+~) - H) 
Rh Qh 
+ h C (~2’ - H.x) (d”’ - H) 
aah 
< II &’ - Hz, II - II $’ - H II . 
But 
h2 C 6~:’ - HJ2 = h2 c &j2 + h”C Hx2 - 2h2C q~f$H, 
*?I ‘h Qh *lb 
and, for E E (0, l), 
Hence, 
II &’ II2 < (1 - 4-l {(c-l - 1) II H, II2 + II VJ%’ - Hm II . II dn) - H II) 
d (1 - +‘{(e-’ - 1) II Hx /I2 + d2 II (P’ - H),, II 
* J&l 6~‘“’ - H),s II + II Wn’ - f&y IN 
< (1 - +’ ((6-l - 1) rd2L12(H) 
+ ii ~d2Jd3 II b In) - f&z II2 + II W”’ - Wyg II”>> 
= nd2(1 - l )-’ {(e-l - l)Lla(H) 
+ Js * (3 II v!$ II2 + II &’ II2 + 4d2&?H))) 
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and 
11 rp(“) I2 < 7rd2(1 - 6)-r ((2 - v 1)L “(H) 1 (37) 
+ J3{3 ‘j c&’ ‘I2 + ,/ ~2’ [I2 + 4d277L,2(H)}}. 
Since the function H is defined for problems with constant coefficients we 
know, as x(P) E D2(X2,), that all second-order difference quotients are 
uniformly bounded. Therefore, using (31), the right-hand side of (37) is 
uniformly bounded in n and h. This completes our proof of the assertion that 
vr and vU are in ~!s(sZ,). 
The inequality in (37) may also be obtained when we use the function v 
in place of vcn). Application of (35) to this new (37) allows us to conclude that 
vz, qy E t2(Qn,) independent of the size of 7. 
We shall now show that for each f(P) E Y, the function ~([(a); P) is in 
D,,,(QJ. We shall accomplish this by showing that L,(vtn)) is uniformly 
bounded in n and in h when we take a: = 4. 
We reflect the function v cn) - H into s; . Then, as in (19), we obtain the 
estimate 
where dr = d, , d, = d, and the quadratic norms are taken over 0;; this 
inequality is derived under the assumption that our region is a square but the 
modifications necessary for the general case of a rectangle follows easily. 
Since the terms on the right-hand side of (38) are uniformly bounded in n 
and in h, we have proved (assuming 7 < 1; the general case is handled by 
using (35)) the following extension of Theorem I to the case that z(P) +z 0. 
THEOREM 3. (a) If the conditions of Theorem I (a) are satisjied but now 
z(P) is continuous on X2 and in in D2(sJ, si the sides of the al2 and i = l,..., 4 
then v(&.); P) has Jirst- and second-order dzyerence quotients in L’z(Q,J for 
every t(e) E GTz . Moreover, 
II vxr iI2 + II Rry II2 + II 9Jyg /I2 
< a2 Ilf /I2 
’ P(1 - 6) 
+ ((1 _ c> x4 + 6L3e) (II ffx$ II2 + II f&y II2 + II Hy9 II”> 
E(l - C) P 
and (39) 
II vz /I2 + II vg II2 < n d2(1 - E)-l Q(e-’ - 1)=&2(H) 
+ 4JS{d2&;(H) + right-hand side of (39.1))). 
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(b) If the hypotheses of (a) are satisjied, then cp(e(*); P) E D,,,(a&) for every 
t(P) E Ol?, . Moreover, 
where J4 is the square root of the right-hand side of (39.1) and J5 is the square 
root of the right-hand side of (39.2); note that L,(H) and L,(H) are computed 
in [4]. 
Now we define the set of mesh functions Y: by the relation 
9; = {6(P) : 5(P) E % , L,,,(5) < I& (41) 
where Js is the expression on the right-hand side of (40). Note that q~ maps 
Yz into YSp: and hence we may restrict the domain of v to 9: as that is where 
our fixed points are situated. 
If z(P) f 0 and if z(P) is continuous over the XJ and z(P) E D2(si), 
i=l ,..., 4, we have the following extension of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 4. If the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied but now z(P) 
is continuous on aQ and z(P) E D2(si), i = l,..., 4, then, for every l(P) E YSp:: , 
m=4h&(-); P)l, h~&(*>; f?l, [P&(*); W G J7 T (42) 
where J, is given in (22) but now L,(QP)) is replaced by Js . 
We are now in a position to apply a theorem in [ 1, p. 221 which we express 
here in a more convenient form. 
THEOREM 5. If 5,(P), t2(P) E 9’“:: and if the coeficients a(P, t(P)) and 
c(P, t(P)) are Lipschitz functions in all three of their arguments, then 
MS(-); p> - &2(*>; 9 d J8[&(p) - t2‘,(49 (43) 
where P ED& and 
(44) 
in (44) the L,(a, c) referes only to the maximum Lipschitz constant of a and c 
when viewed as functions of f(P) a I one. The Lipschitz constant associated with all 
three variables enters in J7; hence we need only require a and c to be Hoelder 
continuous in x and y. 
As an immediate consequence of the Banach-Fixed Point Theorem we have 
the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 1. If J8 < I, then there exists a unique &(P) E 9’: such that 
&(.); P) = 5,(P). (45) 
In fact for any f(P) E 9, , 
where 
VW*); P) = dd”‘(d‘c(‘1; -1 ***); PI. 
dimes 
(46) 
The condition that Js < 1 may be viewed as a condition on the size of 
d2, i.e., that the region D be sufficiently small. 
As an example of the type of problem covered we have the following: 
Find a mesh function U(P) such that 
(1 + sin2 (U(P))> U,,(P) + U,,(P) = - 1, PEG&, 
U(P) = x2 + y2, P = (x,y) E al&. 
In this problem the most restrictive part of our hypotheses, i.e., (2), is 
satisfied with L = 2 and X = 1. However the following problem is not 
covered by the methods we have so far employed: Find a function V(P) such 
that 
(1 + V2(P)) V*,(P) + ~,,(P> = - 1, PEQh 9 
V(P) = x2 + y2, P=(x,y)Em,. (47) 
This problem does not satisfy (2); however, we will consider this example 
shortly. 
We shall now examine the behavior of derivatives of d.$( *); P) with respect 
to t(P) for f(P) E P’L and P E .n, . 
As a notational convenience let us place on the points of oh an ordering, 
e.g., an lexicographic ordering, and let us denote the points of 0, by Pt , 
e=l,...,N;henceNisthetotalnumberofpointsin~~.LetT=(~~,...,~~) 
be any N-vector with nonnegative integer entries and let 1 7 1 denote the 
sum of the entries of T, i.e., / T 1 = CL, TV. Let 5 E 9”: and let us denote 
f(P,) by &for 6’ = I,..., N. Let D~1’1){~} denote the / 7 Ith order derivative of 
CJJ with respect to some of the components .$r ,..., fN; for example if pi = 2 
and T+, = 1 but TV = 0 for integer /E [l, N] and /# 1, tf4, then 
D~a)(fp} = a3fp/aflz a.$* . In [l] t i was demonstrated that CJI will depend on all 
values of [t and that Dj”“{~} is continuous if Wa/a[lTi and 817k/aclTl are 
contmuous. At times we shall also use the notation vPkG, vkckm , q+XS , etc., to 
denote Wafk,, , @9datk, atkm , (adat,,),, , etc. We shall write akl or apIk. , 
etc. for the term &z(P, t(P))/&,, , etc. 
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The expression D:"(y) depends on [I ,..., EN and on P ED, , and satisfies 
the problem 
here 7i = aikI for i = l,..., N and k, is an integer in [l, N]. Therefore, for 
every &P)E&@~ and for every Pea, 
and 
Pi%>1 G JB 
(49) 
11 (D!"{q})rz II2 + II (Dl"{d), II2 + II (D%LY Ii2 
where 
~ 2L2 I/F:' II2 ~ 4h2L2L,2(a, c)J," 
A4 A4 ' 
Let qqkl) be the solution to the problem 
dpi 3 Si) Q(kl)xZ + c(pi 3 td) V(kl)y9 = - 8ikl I u7c,V’x3 + ckiVyy I * PEG, 
P)(ki) = 0, PEaGh. (51) 
Then qkl) 2 I D%J) I for Q = h, and & qqkl) satisfies the problem 
u(Pi 9 6i) c ‘?@I) ( 
kl 
)xi + C(p, > &) (; (P(kI$yl = - 1 ‘kiqxa + ‘ki’pyg / ’ 
(P(kl) = O, PEaQh, (52) 
where the arguments of vrr and ukj are (f(e); Pi) and (Pi , &), etc. Therefore, 
E I @%I I G Js (53) 
and 
g {II (D!“W).z~ II2 + II (D%>>, II2 + II (@%d>ys II”1 -G 4J,L2c;?’ ‘) he, 
(54) 
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where 
note that JB < 4. 
Jg = h2N; (55) 
If GM.) : P; Pkl) is the discrete Green’s function associated with the 
problem 
m Pk,) 4’7 W)) Gx, + c(P, W)) Gyy =- -h2 > PE-QIL, 
W(e) : f’; Pk,) = 0, P E 8% , (56) 
then 
P,~JS(.); P> = h2(+, -n&X*); 5,) + cc, - ~yyC3.h &,>) GM.) : P, PlcJ 
(57) 
for all P E i=& . Hence (53) is not unexpected. We may also apply some results 
of [4] to determine the rate of growth of difference quotients. 
If for some t(P) E 9; we have that Fp’ = 0, then D~“{~} = 0 and that 
mesh function f(P) is a critical point of p)([(*); P) for each P EL& when v is 
viewed as a function of the variables 5, , f2 ,..., 5, . In fact, for t(P) E 9”:. , 
f(P) is a critical point of y for each P E 0, iff Fil) = 0 when evaluated at that 
f(P) and at P E A& . 
The preceding analysis allows us to obtain critical points of v([(*); P), 
P ~0~) as t(P) runs over the N-dimensional Euclidean square Yz . We will 
give an example of this shortly. 
We shall now consider the case that 1 7 1 = 2. If the components of T are 
zero except 7k, = 1 and rk2 = 1, then D$‘){v} solves the problem 
Dp’{cp) = 0, P,EaQh, (58) 
Hence 
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and 
6h2G2(a, C) {i qklrX I2 + / ‘J-‘l~,~g I”> + 2h2C,2(% C> .h2, 
k, = k,; 
here the arguments of q+JZ, pkIYY and %,xf , %$yY are (t(e); pk,) and 
(t(*); pk,)- Th e d iscrete Sobolev Lemma now allows us to obtain the estimate 
1 
Cl% c> h2{i ~k,xrZ I2 + 1 9)klyj- I2 + 1 ~k,xZ I2 
+ 1 pk2yY 12>, k, f k, 
[9)k$,l” < SJ,~J~~A-~ ’
I 
(62) 
2C,2(a, d h2{1 ($)kelr4 I2 + i g)klyy I”> + &%, c, Jth2, 
k, = 4, 
where the maximum in the left-hand side of (62) is over all P ~a, and Ifor 
any k, and k, . From (49) we have for k E [ 1, N] 
Therefore, 
64h2L4J,2J,2C14(a, c) 
A8 > k f k, 
[(Pk,k,l’ < 
i 
(63) 
64h2~4J,2J,2C14(a, 4 + h2J,2C,2(a c> 
A8 
, , k, = k, , 
and 
hJ kd2 + bk,k,ry12 + [‘Pklk2yjd2 
16L4C14(a, c) J,” 
X8 ’ k, # k, , 
< (64) 
16L4C14(u, c) h2 
A8 
+ 4J521,2C,2(a, 4 
A4 > 
k, = k, . 
We note that the bounds we obtained for [pk,J2, [T~,~~J, etc., are the same 
as the bounds for i&y, 1 (Pk&! i2, &EQ, 1 vk,k,sS! 12, etc. 
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We shall now investigate third-order derivatives of ~([(a); P) with respect 
to the [I, . The mesh function Dt3’(y}, with 7k1 = 78.2 = 7k3 = 1, solves the 
problem 
- *ik, 8ik, 8ik3{aklk,k3%5 + Ck,k,k,q& 
Hence, from (62) and (64), 
2~2110C12(~, 4, 
4h2h,C~2(a, C) + 4h”/&z(a, C), 
‘@(‘) ‘I2 ’ 
I 12h2J~~C~2(a, C) + 6h”J&~(a, C), 
12h2JI,C,2(a, c) + 6h~J12C~(a, c), 
28h2KG2(a, 4 + C,2(a, 4) Jn + 
+ J7C32(a, 4, 
where 
J 
10 
= 16J5”G4JT2 
A* ' 
(66) 
K, , k, , k, unequal 
k, = k, , k, # k, , 
k, = k3 , k, # k, , 
k, = k, , k, # k, , 
3J12G% 4J12 
k, = k, = h, (67) 
J 
11 
= 16L4C14J,2 + 4L2J,qyu, c) 
A* A4 ' 
J 
12 
= 4L2G2(a, 4 JT2 
x4 
(68) 
Proceeding as before, we obtain the estimate 
[~k,k,kJ]2 < 1 12h2L4J32h-8{(2c,2(a, C) + c,z(a, C)) Jn + 31&22(a, 6) 
and 
+ J7Cs2(a, cl> 
b?J k,k&+d2 + [~k,k,k,xy12 + [‘pk,k,k&‘12 
< 56L2h-‘{(W2(a, C) + &‘(a, 4) J11 + 3J&22(a, 4 + J&‘32(a, 4.
We summarize our results in the following theorem. 
(69) 
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THEOREM 6. If t(P) E 9”::) Z(P) E C,(Xl), @a/du” and am+w UY~ 
uniformly bounded for P E Q and m = 1, 2 or 3, and if a(P, t(P)), c(P, t(P)) 
are or-Hoe&r continuous with respect o the components of P for all P E 0, then 
there exists positive constants Js , J13 or J14 such that 
where J8 is the bound given in (53), Jls ’ g ts iven in (64), and Jlh is given in (69); 
the maximum norm in (70) is for P E ah and is uniform for e(P) E 9: . 
The methods used to prove this theorem may be used to prove similar 
results for higher order derivatives than the third. 
As an example of some of the idea’s of the method of proof of the last 
theorem we consider the following: We defind the function q(&*); P) as the 
solution to the problem 
(5 + sin2(W))) vxa + (3 - 2 cos(S(P))) vy3 =f (P), P E % , 
FM.); P) = z(P) = 0, PEaq (71) 
for e(P) E Sp, . Then 
(5 + 5 sin2 tJkl = Sikl 10 sin&,) * COS(~~J, 
(5 + 5 sin2 &,k, = Sk+, * 10{cos2 &, - sin2 &,,), 
(3 - 2 COS [i)kc = S~J., *2 * sin 5~ , 
(3 - 2 cm &)k,k, = ok,,, * 2 * cos tkl , 
5 < 5 + sin2 Ei < 6, 1 < 3 - 2 cos & < 5. (72) 
Hence if we choose that t(P) = 0 over D,, we have that qk,, k, = I,..., N, 
satisfies the equation 
i.e., p)kI E 0 for all P ~a,, . Also, second derivatives of v with respect to the 
components of t(P) evaluated at t(P) = 0 satisfy the problem 
59)k1k,sS + qklkpyY = - Sk,k,{l@fhJZ + 29y,) = - &klkz ’ 2 ‘f(p), PE.Qh 
pklkz = 0, PEaQh. (74) 
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Therefore the critical point l( = 0, / = 1 ,... , N, is a local minimum or local 
maximum if the matrix J(p) .= (q++), k, = I,..., N and k, == I,..., N, 
is positive or negative definite. From (74) . we o b serve that J(v) is a diagonal 
matrix. Hence f(P) = 0 over A?, gives a minimal solution ~(0; P) (i.e., 
~(0; P> < v(f(.); P) for all t(P) near zero and for all P E ah) if f(P) > 0 for 
all P E sl, and t(P) GE 0 over Oh gives a maximal solution ~(0; P) iff(P) CC 0 
for all P ED,. 
We also note that if Q, has a sufficiently small diameter, we may compute 
the fixed point to the mapping v(f(.); P) over the set 9;. 
REMARK. We observe that the function CJI is always a Lipschitz function 
in max norm if the coefficients a(P, t(P)) and c(P, f(P)) are Lipschitz func- 
tions in the argument t(P). The problem is to determine a subset of 6Yz 
over which the Lipschitz constant is independent of h. This subset must be 
determined from the effect of applying g, to Ua . 
We shall now consider the problem covered by Theorem 6 when the 
inhomogenous term depends on the function we seek, i.e., we consider the 
following problem: Find a mesh function U(P) such that 
a(P, U(P)) U,,(P) + c(P, U(P)) Uyi,,(P) =f(P, U(P)), PEQRh> 
U(P) = .(P>, PEaQh. (75) 
Here we shall assume that f(P, U(P)) is uniformly bounded for all P ~fl~ 
and all finite U(P) and the coefficients a(P, U(P)), c(P, U(P)) uniformly 
satisfy (2). Then the Maximum Principle applies and we may define the set 
Yz as in (8) when the function CJJ(~(.); P) is defined as in (4) but now with 
our new inhomogenous term. Our method of proof of Theorem 1 and Theo- 
rem 3 also apply and hence we meed only consider the set 9’; . If we further 
assume that condition (ii) is satisfied, thatf(P, e(P)) is a-Hoelder continuous 
in the arguments x, y and Lipschitz in f(P), then we may also establish for 
this problem an analogue to Theorem 2 or Theorem 4. Then for this problem 
the analogue to Theorem 5 becomes the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7. If &(P), t2(P) 6 9”:: , if 4P, 5(P)), @, WY andf(P, WV 
are Lipschitz functions in the argument E(P) and c+Hoelder continuous functions 
in the arguments x and y, then 
bGd*); p> - cp(Ez(‘)G 9 G Mw) - 52m, (76) 
where Ji is the constant associated with our neeU Theorem 4 or our new Theorem 2 
and 
J15 = d2Mf) + ‘%(a, C) J3 
8X (77) 
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with L,(f) the Lipschitz constant off(P, f(P)) in the argument t(P). Again if 
J15 < 1, then a unique fixed point to the mapping q~([(-); I?) exists over 9: . 
As an example of the inhomogenous term in (75) we may take 
f (P, S(P)) = x2 + y2 + 4- 5V)h 
The methods presented above deal with mildly quasilinear problems. 
However they may also be applied to many problems, in particular to linear 
problems when the coefficients or the inhomogenous term or the data depend 
on parameters. For example: Suppose that 0 is a vector which ranges over 
some simply connected set of Euclidean n-space with n some integer which 
may depend on h. Let ~(0; P) be the solution to the problem 
a(P, 8) q~~~(fl; P) + c(P, 0) VYji(& P) =f (P, Q PEQh, 
q@; P) = q; e>, PEaQh. (78) 
We may now ask for the local maximal or local minimal ~(0; P) for each 
P ~a, as 0 ranges over some domain or we may wish to estimate the order 
of dependence of v on 8. 
Equations of this type may occur if one considers the effect on the solution 
of round-off error in reading into the machine the coefficients, data, and 
inhomogeneous term of a uniformly elliptic Direchlet difference problem. 
Our analysis may be employed to estimate this effect. Note, however, that 
we are making no assertion as to the round-off error of the method but only 
the extent of round-off error for the problem assuming perfect or known 
effects in the method of inverting the associated matrix. 
In the above theorems we required the coefficients a(P, f(P)) and c(P, t(P)) 
and the inhomogenous term f (P, f(P)) t o b e c+Hoelder continuous functions 
of the arguments x and y. We will now consider the case in which that condi- 
tion does not hold. 
THEOREM 8. If a(P, t(P)) and c(P, t(P)) satisfy (2) and are Lipschitz in 
the argument f(P), iff (P, t(P)) E t2(f&) with 
where Jls and J1, are positive and independent of f(P) E O?, , then the solution 
cp(((-); P) to the problem 
W t(p)) yxa + CR t(p)> vyy = f (P, 5VX PE%, 
qJ([(*); P) = z(P) = 0, z+aGh, 
satzkjies the condition 
hM*); P) - df2(*); Pll d J&;(~) - f2z(P)l (79) 
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Hence, if Jls < 1, there exists a unique Jixedpoint of ~(((a); P) over Yz . Note 
that we may use Yz here due to the discrete Sobolev Lemma. 
PROOF. We first observe that 
II 9hx II2 + il vxy Ii2 + II pyy II2 < v. 
Since the mesh function ~([,(a); P) - v(f2(*); I’) satisfies the problem 
a(P, 5dPN G?JM*); PI - df2('b PN,, + c(P, f,(P)) (v,(f1;(*); P) 
- dfz(.); P))yg =4(P, Em, 
vJ(f,(*); p> - df,(*); 0 = 0, PE&$, (81) 
where 
W, fPN = Wl f2‘z(9) - 4C fPN) vxz(f2(‘); P) + (48 fdp)) 
- CP, f2(0) vy&faC); p> +f (E fl;(P)) 
-f (e f2v% 
then, using the discrete Sobolev Inequality, 
(82) 
[y(f,(-); P) - p(f2( *); P)]2 < 2q/u 
(83) 
< / 2J32LTr4 6L2Jf6;i (a* c, + J&l [f,(P) - f,(P)]“. 
We have the following consequence of the above theorem. 
COROLLARY 2. If .$P)E& with z(P) = 0 on 22, ;f d&e); P) is the 
solution to the uniformly elliptic (for all f(P) E aC,) problem 
a(p, fP>) psr + W’, fW) vsy + CR f(P)) ‘pu9 = f (P), PEQil, 
v(f(*); P) = 0, PEX&, 
iff(P) E /,(B,), and ;f th e uric 20n.s a(p, f(P)), b(P, f(P)) ad Q’, f(P)) are f t’ 
Lipschitz functions in f(P), then the function p)([(*); P) is Lipschitz in f(s) for 
every P E& . Note that f(P) E ~2~ implies that v(f(*); P) E Yz . 
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We shall now prove a theorem which generalizes the type of equation we 
have been considering although the theorem will not be stated under the 
most general hypotheses. 
THEOREM 9. If (~(&a); P) is a solution to the problem 
a(P, f(P)) Psa + c(P, f(P)) Fyy + w, f(P)) ‘Pr 
+ e(p, f(P)) vy - g(P) P =f (P), 
df(.); P) = 0, PEQ, 
PESZh 
(84) 
with f(P) E 6Yz and z(P) = 0 for all P E &?A , if a(P, f(P)), c(P, f(P)), 
k(P, f(P)), e(P, f(P)) are Lipschitz functions in the arguments P and e(P) for all 
P ~0, and for all f(P) E cll, , if a(P, f(P)), c(P, f(P)) sutisfr (2), and ;f 
g(P), f (P) are unijiimly bounded over Q, with g(P) > 0, then q(&*); P) is a 
Lipschitz function in maximum norm in the argument 6, i.e., for tI(P), &(P) E GTz. 
F?J(f1(*); P) - V(f,(.)i Pll G JMEfI(P) - 52(p)1~ (85) 
where the positive constant II,, is independent of t(P) E a, and is computed in 
the proof of this theorem. Again, zy Jig < 1, then there exists a unique fixed- 
point solution to (84). 
PROOF. Application of the Maximum Principle, using the condition 
on g(P), assures us that ‘p is a function on az . The proof of Theorem 8 will 
apply once we prove that CJI has all second order difference quotients in 
wi). 
Bring all terms to the right-handside of (84) which do not involve second- 
order difference quotients to get the estimate 
II P)xa II2 + II v*y II2 + II vyj II2 
G fW4 4 A-*(IIf II2 + 4s k 4 {II TJ II2 + II vr II2 + II vy I;“>>. (86) 
The discrete Poincur6 Inequality [7; Lemma 3.11 asserts the existence of a 
positive constant J2,, such that 
II ‘p II2 G JAI 93% II2+ II ‘pu II”>; (87) 
the constant J2,, is completely computable. Also, using (18), 
II ?Jx /I2 G II vsx II . II Q II I II Fy II2 < II vyy II . II 9J II 
and, using the Maximum Principle (here we are assuming that d . L(k, e) < 2; 
for the general case see Bers [6; p. 2311) gives 
I, ~ ,, < d2J% 4 [f PI1 
’ 4(2 - L(k, e)) X * 038) 
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Therefore, 
II 9’xn 112 -t II yxy 112 I Ii ?yg 112 
.< 8L*(a, c) k4{lif lj2 i- L(g, k, e) (1 + JzO) 11 v I’ . 11 vxS ii 
f Jqg> k, 4 (1 + Jd iI F II . II %Jji II> 
< 8L2(a, c) hWf II2 i- L(g, 4 4 (1 + J2d II v II . !I G.C II 
+Lk, k 4 (1 + J2d II v II . II ppJcy II 
+L(g, k 4 (1 + J20) II f9 II * Ii vu9 I>- w 
Now apply the Cauchy Inequality (2ab < ca2 + E-VP, E > 0) to the last 
three terms in (89) to get 
II %a II2 + II %y II2 + II Ty,- II2 
< 16L2(a, c) kg ! llf II2 + 3L2(g, k 4 (1 + Jd2 II v II2 i E I (90) 
where E is defined by the relation 
8cL2(a, c) = ; . (91) 
If’ W’), t,(P) E a, , then, for Q(P) = v(&;(*); P  - 9)(52(*); Q, 
a(P, &(P)) @g! +c(P, k;(P)) @y)i + k(P, &;(a @, + e(P, 5l~~N @y+ i?(P) @ 
= - w, W)) - 4R 52m P&2; PI 
- w WY - CR t,(m) vyy(52; P) 
- (W WY) - NE r2vw dE2; PI 
- ME &(P)) - e(P, t2(0> ~~(6~; 0 PEG, 
CD(P) = 0, PEaah. (92) 
Therefore, using (87), 
II @M II2 + II GJcy II2 + II @,y II2 
< 12W, 4 342(4 c, 4 4 [!P) - 52(P)12 - III vxn II2 + II vyy II”> 
+ L2(k e, g) (1 + /d {II ax II2 + II ay II”>. (93) 
Now using the Soboh Inequality we have 
II ‘;p, II2 + II @y II2 G 279’2J3 411 @x3 II2 + II @p, II2 + II $3 II”>. 
If we assume that 
(94) 
7r = 2~/2J,L2(a, c) L2(k, e, g) (1 + Jzo) d < X4, (95) 
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then 
< 12Jw, 4 k4 (1 - T’F’ {II Fx* II2 + II f?Q II”> * C&P) - 52ml”* (96) 
Now apply the inequality in (90) to obtain a bound on the /,-norm of second- 
order difference quotients of CD in terms of [[i(P) - t2(P)]. If (95) is not 
satisfied, then in place of (94) we have 
(97) 
similar results hold for Dy2. Applying (97) to (93) gives 
II @m. II2 + 2 II @p, /I2 + II @yy II2 
< 12J??(a, c) X-4&2( 4 c, k 4 [&;(P> - t2,(q2 {II TJxa II2 + II ?$Jy II”) 
+L2(g, k e) (1 + Jm) 1% (II Rx II2 + 2 II Qxy II2 + II $7 II”) + c-l II @ II’/ . 
Now choose z so small that 
L2(g, 4 e) (1 + J20) c < 1. 
Then proceed as before with slight variation 
As an immediate consequence of (97) we may conclude that v(t(.); P) E 9, 
where the Ji in the definition of Yz is given via the Sobolev Inequality. Hence 
we may again remark that we need only look in Yz for our fixed-point solu- 
tions to (84). 
Using the methods employed earlier will allow us to state the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 3. If the hypotheses of Theorem 9 are satisfied but now we 
require the boundary data z(P) to be continuous and to have uniformly bounded 
second-order difference quotients on each edge of aR, then the function I#(*); P), 
which is equal to z(P) on the %I, , is a Lipschitx function on Yz . 
Now we shall examine the example given in (47). Let cp(f(*); P) be the 
solution to the problem 
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with ((2’) E a, , z(P) = 0, and y some constant. Then the Maximum Prin- 
clple implies that 
Suppose that d2 / y l/8 < 4. Th en [Q < 1 implies that [v] < 1. Let 
M,l = {t(P) : f(P) E Cl!, , [Q < 1). Then v maps Q?i into itself, i.e. 
v : Q$ -+ 6Yi . Let t,(P), E,(P) E 02; . Then 
MM-); PI - d&i(-); PII G (96J,24 d2rY2 [5,(P) - 52V’ll. (98) 
Hence, if 96J62y2 d2.rr < 1, then the function q([(.); P) has one and onZy one 
fixed point over GZ;; i.e., there exists one and only one V(P) E (3: such that 
(1 + V2(P)) v,, + v,,- = Y, PEQib, 
V(P) = 0, PE&$, 
whenever 96 Js2y2 d2a < 1. 
If s2 is a unit square, then the Lipschitz constant in (98) becomes 
192(1 + rr) ~~/16. H ence, the condition on the size of the Lipschitz constant 
may be viewed as a constraint on the size of y. Our analysis makes no essential 
use of the fact that the inhomogeneous term in our problem is constant. 
Hence we may consider variable inhomogeneous terms and replace y by the 
maximum of the inhomogeneous term-or in fact its /2-norm-when we 
compute the Lipschitz constant. 
The question of convergence of the discrete solution to that of the con- 
tinuous solution is treated in the same manner as in [l; p. 241. Here, however, 
we must be assured that the Lipschitz constant of ~(((a); P), as a function of 
Q.), is less than 1 and that the solution to the continuous problem is at least 
twice continuously differentiable over J?; one would then employ some 
methods of Bers [6] in using the proof of [l ; p. 241. The method in Bers [6] 
does allow for a proof of convergence under the case that b(P, E(P)), the 
coefficient of the mixed second order difference quotient &, , is positive 
and our problem is of uniform elliptic type. 
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